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1. Intraductian.
Two real representations V and W of a finite group G are called Smith equivalent if

there is a clased smooth manifold ~ wrnch is homotopy equivalent to a sphere and G acts
smoothly and effectively on ~ with exactly two fixed points, EG = {p, q}, such that the
tangent spaees Tp~ and Tq~ at p and q are isomorphie to V and W as representations
of G. If we require in addition that the fixed point sets EK are homotopy spheres for
every subgroup !{ C G, then V and W are called J-Smith equivalent.

Several authors have studied the question of whieh groups do and which groups da
not have non-isomorphie Smith or s-Smith equivalent representations. We shall reeall
their results below.

In this paper we want to contribute two other classes of groups which have nan
isomorphie Smith equivalent representations. The first one is as follows. Let H be a
eyclic group of odd order, and G = H X Z2k, k ;::: O. Below we shall give a list of
conditions (see Condition 2.2) for a pair (A, B) of representations of H. There are
cyclie groups H of odd order and non-isomorphie representations A and B of H such
that these eonditions are satisfied. In Theorem 2.3 and Theoreln 2.4 we quote two
results from [DP2] and [DW] which provide examples. Theorem B of [DP2] shows
that such groups H have non-isomorphie Smith equivalent representations. In Seetion
4 we will prove our first principal result, which extends the just quoted theorem.

THEOREM A. Suppose H is a cyc1ic group of odd order which has non-isomorphie
representations satifying the conditions in 2.2. Assurne that the order ofH is divisible by
at least three distinct primes. Then G = H X Z21l has non-isomorphie Smith equivalent
representations.

In particular, if A and B are two representations of H whicb satisfy Condition 2.2,
then there exists an action of G on a homotopy sphere E with exactly two fixed points
x and y, and Tx~ - TyE = l(A - B) for same I 'f:. O. Here A and B al"e considered as
representations of G with trivial aetion of Z2. H A 'f:. B then Tx E =I Ty~.

In our second result we consider abelian groups G with at least three non-cyclic Sylow
subgroups. Let A and B be real representation of G such that
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Mathematik in Bonn, and he would like to thank the Institut for the hospitality.
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CONDITION 1.1.

(1) A K = BK = 0 wbenever G/!( is of prime power order.
(2) Resp A rv Resp B whenever P c G is of prime power order.
(3) dirn A K = dim BK for 811 !( C G.

We shall show in Lemma 5.1 how to eonstruet non-isomorphie representations A and
B for any such group G. Our seeond prineipal result generalizes one of T. Petrie [PI]
which we reeall below.

THEOREM B. Suppose G, A and B as in Condition 1.1. There exists an action ofG on
a homotopy sphere E with exact1y two fixed points x and y such that TxE - TyE is a
non-zero multiple of A - B. In particu1ar, iE A =I B then TxE =I TxE.

This is not only an improvement of Petrie and Randall's result, but we also give a
proof which shows that E may be chosen to be equivariantly eobordant to a produet
of surfaees as they are eonstrueted in Seetion 3 of [DP2]. (See also Seetion 3 of this
paper.) This will be used in [DK]. In the proof of Theorem B we will use infornlation
about a surgery obstruction group for which we thank A. Bak.

The study of Smith equivalent representations is motivated by a question of P. A.
Smith [5111] who asked whether Smith equivalent representations are linearly isomorphie.
Atiyah-Bott [AB] and Milnor [M] established an affinnative answer to the question for
semi-free aetions and for aetions of cyelie groups of ocid prime power order. By definition,
a semi-free action has the whole group and the trivial group as its only isotropy groups.
Sanchez [Sz] showed that the answer is also affimative for eydie groups of order pq,
where p and q are odd primes. Additional elementary eonsiderations show that the
answer is affirmative for any group whose order is a product of two primes. Bredon
[B] showed for 2-groups that Smith equivalent representations are isomorphie if their
dimension is large in comparison to the order of the group. In addition, Sanchez's result
also implies that s-Smith equivalent representations of any eydie group of odd order are
isomorphie.

Petrie announeed the first negative answer to Smith's question [PI], see [PRI] for
the details of the proof,

THEOREM. Suppose G is an odd order abelian group with at least four non-cyc1ic Sy10lv
subgroups. There are non-isomorphie Smith equivalent representations of G.

In this reference Petrie also posed the problem of finding all groups whieh have non
isomorphie Smith equivalent representations. Our Theorem A is a contribution to the
solution of this problem. Sinee Petrie's announcement several authors provided dasses
of groups which have non-isomorphie s-Smith equivalent representations. One such dass
are eycIic groups of order 4m, where m > 1. See the work of Cappell-Shaneson [eSI],
Petrie [P2], Siegel [Si], and Dovermann [D]. Non-isomorphie s-Smith equivalent repre
sentations were also construeted by Suh [Sul] for some non-eydie abelian groups and by
Cho [Cl] and [C2] for certain quaternion and dihedraI groups. Non-isomorphie Smith
equivalent representations of odd order eydie groups were eonstrueted by Dovennann
Petrie [DP2]. The groups were of rather large orders. Dovermann-Washington [DW]
showed that such non-isomorphie Smith equivalent representations also exist for eyclie
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groups of small orders. The topic of Smith equivalent representations was surveyed in
[DPS], [MP]' [CS2], and Petrie-Randall [PR2] wrote a book about it.

This review of the history shows that, basically, Petrie's question has been answered
for cyclic groups, except for those groups whose order is of the form 2,n where m is
odd, and this is the class of groups we are treating in this paper. In Theorem A this is
the case when k = 1. In case k > 1 the result is interesting for the discussion in [DK],
because we get some additional conclusion based on the specific construetion. There
we conclude that the actions described in Theorem A and B can be chosen to be real
algebraic.

In the construction of s-Smith equivalent representations for groups Z4m, with m > I,
the papers mentioned above use in an essential way that the subgroup Z2m ocurs as
isotropy group. This implies that the s-Smith equivalent representations restriet to the
same representation of Z2m. This is not the case in [Sul], [Cl], and this paper. Here
one supposes non-isomorphie Smith equivalent representations of the group H, and then
one uses them to eonstruct such representations for the group G in which H is an index
2 subgroup. In fact, if V and W are Smith equivalent representations of a cyclie group
G, and H is an index 2 subgroup which is an isotropy group of either V or W, then
V and W are isomorphie (see [Su2]). Thus the non-isomorphie representations of G in
Theorem A mllSt also be non-isomorphie a.s H representations.

Based on the different constructive approaches it happened that the teehnique of
proof implied if one constructed non-isomorphie (s-) Smith equivalent representations
for the group H, then one could also construet such examples for the group G in which
H is a subgroup. These groups G had to be again of the same form as those groups one
started out with. In [PRI} oue would assume that H and G are abelian of ocid order
with at least four non-cyclic Sylow subgroups. In [DP2] and [DW] one would assume
that H and G are cyclic of odd order and that H has non-isomorphie representations
which satisfy 2.2. More generally we like to conjecture:

CONJECTURE. Let H be a subgroup of G. H H has non-isomorphie Smith equivalent
representations, then so does G.

2. Preliluinary Material.
We shall formulate Condition 2.2 which is the essential assumption in our Theorem

A, and we shall deseribe how to satisfy it. Let us fix some notation. For any group G we
denote by P(G) the set of aU subgroups of G of prime power order. Also, let P denote
the set of all groups of prime power order. We use the following standard notation for
the complex I-dimensional representations of a cyclic group Zn of order n. Consider
Zn as being identified with the n-th roots of unity, so Zn C C. The underlying vector
space of the representation tk is C, and under the action (g, v) is mapped to gk v. For
any cyclic group G of order n the complex representation ring R(G) is isomorphie to
Z[t]/(t n - 1). Thus any eomplex representation can be written as a linear eombination
of the elements in {tklk = 0, ... ,n -I}.

Let G be cyclie of order n, and let V = L: aktk be a complex representation of G. For
9 E G such that the fixed point set vg = {O} Atiyah and Bott [AB] defined a eomplex
number

(
1 + k)a ..

v(V)(g) = II 1 _ :k E C - {O}.
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Note that v earries sums to produetsj so we can define

v(V - W)(g) = v(V)(g)/v(W)(g)

for any two representations V and W of G for which v is defined. Suppose V and W
are Smith equivalent representations of Zn supported by an even-dimensional homotopy
sphere :E, i.e., :E G = {p,q} and Tp:E = V, Tq:E = W. The Atiyah-Singer G Signature
Theorem, the Lefschetz Fixed Point Theorem, and Smith Theory imply

CONDITION 2.1.

(1) Sign(G, :E P ) = 0 for P E P(G). In particular, v(V P - WP)(g) = ±1 if V(P,g) =
W(P,g) = O. Here (F, g) denotes the group generated by P and 9 E G.

(2) Tbe Euler characteristic X(:E K ) = 2 for a11 subgroups ]( C G.
(3) Resp roJ Resp W for each P E P(G).

An easy eomputation shows that v(V)(g) = ±v(V')(g) whenever V and V' are iso
morphie as real representations. Let U and U' be real representations of G such that
U9 = U'9 = O. We write

v(U)(g) = ±v(U')(g) or v(U - U')(g) = ±1

if U and U' are realifications of eomplex representations V and V' such that v(V)(g) =
±v(V') (g ). This explains our notation in 2.1 (1).

In order to find non-isomorphie Smith equivalent representations we have.to start out
with two non-isomorphie representations whieh satisfy 2.1(1) and 2.1(3). Aetually we
will make some additional assumptions in 2.2 which will allow us to earry out the eon
struetion of the homotopy sphere whieh supports the Slnith equivalent representations.

From now on, unless speeifieally stated otherwise, G denotes a eyclic group of order
2n where n is add and H is the index two subgroup of G. Sometimes H just denotes
an odd order eyclie group. .

Consider pairs (A, B) of real representations of H satisfying

CONDITION 2.2.

(1) A h = Eh = 0 for each h E H which generates a subgroup of prime power index
in H.

(2) dimAK = dimB K when ever IH/l{1 is divisible by at most 3 distinct primes.
(3) Resp A roJ Resp B wbenever P E P(G).
(4) v(AP - BP)(h) = ±1 lvhen ever PEP and h E H generate a subgroup ofprime

power index in H.

observe that 2.2 (3) and some of the conditions in 2.2 (4) are necessary if we have
Smith equivalent representations V and W of Gwhich restriet to the representations
A and B of H. For this compare the reference to [Su2] in the introduction. There are
two referenees which guarantee the existence of groups H which have non-isomorphie
representations satisfying all conditions in 2.2.
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THEOREM 2.3. ([DP2, Corollary Cl) There are odd order eyc1ie groups which have
non-isomorphie real representations satisfying Condition 2.2. H Zm has non-isomorphie
representations which satisfy Condition 2.2 and m divides an odd integer m', then Zm'
has also non-isomorphie representations which satisfy Condition 2.2.

The groups in this theorem are rather large, and the representations cannot he given
explicitly. The next reference improves on this result. In [DW] the reader can also find
examples of non-isomorphie representations which satisfy Conditions in 2.2 for groups
as in the next theorem.

THEOREM 2.4. ([DW, Theorem Al) Let m = Pb'" ,Pk be a square-free odd integer
such that PI is eongruent to 5 modulo 8, the Legendre symbols [~] are 1 for j ;::: 2, and
k ;::: 4. Then the group Zm has non-isomorphie representations which satisfy 2.2

3. Orle Fixed Point Actions on Manifolds.
Our starting point is the construction of cyclic actions on surfaces. We shall use the

following conventions. Areal representation U of L is L oriented if UK is an oriented
vectorspace for aH ]( C L. A smooth L manifold X is L oriented if for all ]( C L
each component of X K is oriented. Since a complex vectorspace understood BS areal
vectorspace has a canonical orientation, the realification of a complex representation of
L is canonically L oriented. If X is an L oriented manifold, then TxX is an Lx oriented
representation. Here Lx = {g E L I gx = x} is the isotropy group at x. Let U be a
representation. A product bundle X x U over X is denoted by U when the base space
X is understood from context.

Let L = Zm be a cyclic group of order m, and t k the complex representatiorr of Zm
from the previous section, (k, m) = 1. Let A+ and A_ be finite Zm sets of the same
cardinality, IA+ I= IA_ I·
PROPOSITI0 N 3.1. (See [DP 2, 3.15].) There exists an oriented closed surface S with
smooth orientation preserving action of Zm such that

(1) SK = A~ UA~ for all proper subgroups ]( of L.
(2) The tangent bundle T S is stably isomorphie to the product bundle S X tl.:.

(3) T:r;S = ResK t±1.: if x E A~ and ]( C L. (Observe that TxS and Res t±k are ori
ented representations, and the isomorphism is assumed to preserve orientations.)

The problem in the application of Proposition 3.1 is the choice of the sets A+ and
A_. To indicate our choice we need some more notation. Let t k = 'ljJ be an irreducible
representation of G = Z2n. We suppose that 2n/(k,2n) is divisible by at least two odd
primes. We assign to it the group L(tf;) which acts effectively on tf;. It is obtained
as folIows. Let ker(1/J) be the kernel of the homomorphism 1/Jo : G ~ U(l) associated
with 1/J. This kernel is also the isotropy group of any non-zero vector in tf;. Then
L(1/J) = G/ ker(1/J). Let m('ljJ) be the order of L(1/J ). Then m('ljJ) = 2n/ (k , 2n). 0 bserve
that (m( tf; ), k) = 1. Now A+ and A_ are chosen as L("p) = Zm ( 1/1) sets. The choice will
depend on m("p) only.

CHOICE 3.2.

(1) H m('ljJ) is odd we decompose m('ljJ) as a product m('IjJ) = r('IjJ)s('IjJ) such that
(r( 'IjJ), s(1/J)) .= 1. H m( 'lj;) is divisible by {our primes we suppose that r(1/J) and
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s( 'ljJ) are divisible by at least two primes. Choose a( 'ljJ) and b('ljJ) as natural
numbers such that a('ljJ)r(ljJ) + b(ljJ)s(ljJ) + 1 =0 (mod m('ljJ».

(2) H m( 'ljJ) is even, we set m'( 'ljJ) = m( ljJ )/2. We decompose m'( 'ljJ) as r( 'ljJ )s(?jJ) such
that (r('lj;) , s(?jJ» = 1. Then we choose natural numbers a('lj;) and b(ljJ) such that
a( ljJ )r( 'lj;) + b("p )s( ljJ) + 1 =0 (mod m(?jJ».

ln case (1) we set

A+(1/;) = b(1/;) . [Zm(tP)/Zr(,p)] U a(1/;)· [Zm(,p)/Z5(,p)] U [Zm(,p)/Zm(,p)]

In case (2) we set

A+('lj;) = b('ljJ). [Zm(,p)/Z2r(tP)] U a(1/;)· [Zm(,p)/Z25(tP)] U [Zm(tP)/Zm(tP)]

In either case ]A+(?jJ)1 = 0 (mod m( 'lj;» such that we can choose A_('lj;) as lree Zm(tP)
set with the same cardinality as A+ ('lj; ).

In the second step we assign to each irreducible complex representation 'lj; . t k
, for

which m(1f;) is divisible by at least two primes, a surface X( 1/;) with G action. First we
use Lemma 3.1 to define an L( 'lj;) action on a surface which we call X' (1/;). Reduction
modulo m(1/;) defines a homomorphism G ~ L(1/;) and this induces a G action on ~Y'(tf; ).
The surface with this induced G action is denoted by X (1/; ).

We describe the properties of these surfaces X('lj;), which are almost identical with
those listed in (DP2, Corollary 3.5]. As before we suppose that m(1/;) is divisible by at
least two odd primes.

LEMMA 3.3. Let X( 'lj;) be as above, and G(1/;) = ker( 'ljJ).
(1) ResG(lp) X(1/;) (with its trivial G('lj;) action) is a G('ljJ) oriented boundary.
(2) There is a representation A of G such that T X( 7jJ) ffi A = 'lj; ffi A.

For a1l subgroups l( olG such that IG/l<J = 1, 2, an odd prime, or twice an odd prime

(3) X (7jJ)K is a finite set.
(4) IX(1/;)GI = 1, and IX(1/;)Kj = 1 whenever IG/G(1/;)1 = IL('lj;) I is divisible byat

least four distinct odd primes.
(5) IX(1f;')KI = IX(1f;")KI whenever G('ljJ') = G(1/;").
(6) HG('lj;) = 1 or G('lj;) ::> Z2 then eve.zy isotropy group of X(1/;) 1s 1, or it contains

Z2. Thus G acts lreely on X( 'lj;) - X( 1/; )22 •

PROOF: Gnly (6) does not oecur in [DP2]. It is an immediate consequenee of our
choice of A+ and A_.•

Let U be a complex representation of a eycIic group G such that UG = 0 and UK =
o whenever IG/l(1 = 1, an ocid prime, or twice an odd prime. Then U is a direct
surn of non-trivial irreducible representations, U = E a,p(U)1f;. For each irreducible
representation 'lj; for whieh atP(U) :f. 0 the assumption on m(1/J) is satisfied and X( 'ljJ) is
defined. We now define a G oriented manifold

(3.4)

The exponent afjJ indieates an atP-fold eartesian product of X(1/;) with itself. Next
we study the properties of this manifold. They are derived from Lemma 3.3. These
properties are exactly those in [DP2, 3.6-3.11], and the praof is unchanged as weIl.
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COROLLARY 3.5. Let U be a complex representation oE G satisEying U K = 0 iE and
only iE IGI I{! = 1,2, an odd prime, or twice an odd prime. Let X(U) be the G oriented
manifold in 3.4. Then

(1) There is a representation C oE G such that T X (U) ffi C and U ffi C are isomorphic
G vector bundles.

(2) dim X(U)K = 0 iE and only iE IG I I{l = 1, 2, an odd prime, or twice an odd
pTlme.

(3) JE IGIKl f. 1,2, not an odd prime, and not twice an odd prime ResKX(U)
bounds as oriented K maniEold.

(4) X(X(U)G) = 1 and X(X(U)K) is even wbenever IGIKI is not 1,2, an odd prime,
and not twice an odd prime.

(5) Suppose IGII{l = 1, 2, an odd prime, or twice an odd prime. Then X(U)K
is a finite set and iE y E X(U)K, then TyX(U) = ResK U as K oriented real
representation. The cardinality oE X(U)K depends only on {(I{, dirn UK ) I I{ c
G and IG I1(1 is divisible by at most three distinct odd primes}.

Ta obtain Theorem A we will start with a collection S of complex representations
of G = H X Z2 where H is an odd order cyclic group. If U is a representation of G
we denote its Z2 fixed point set UZ

2 by U2 which we also consider as representation of
H. The complement is denoted by UI, so U = U2 ffi UI' The representations in S are
assumed to satisfy

CONDITION 3.6.

(1) H U E S and [( c G, tben U K = 0 iE and only iE IGI1(1 = 1, 2, and odd prime,
or twice an odd prime.

(2) H I( E Iso(U) then I( = 1 or [( 2 Z2.

Each pair (D, E) oE representations in S satisfies

(3) dirn D K = dirn E K iE IG/ [<I is divisible by at most three distinct odd primes.
Furthermore dirnD = dimE and dirnD2 = dimE2 •

(4) v(Df - E{)(g) = 1 whenever P E P(H) and gEH generates a subgroup oE
prime power index in H.

(5) D I = EI as representations oE G.

NOTE ON CONDITION 3.6 (2): This condition expresses that if ?j; is an irreducible
summand of U then 7/J is a summand of U2 or G acts freely on ?jJ - {O}. Hence G acts
freely on U - U2 •

We list the essential properties of the manifolds X(U) obtained from a collection of
representations S as in 3.6 when U E S. It should be compared with [DP2, Theorem D
on page 289]. We denote X(U)Z2 by X 2 (U) aod consider it as an oriented H manifold.

THEOREM 3.7. Let G = Z2n (n odd) and S a collection oE representations oE Gwhich
satisEy 3.6 (1)-(4). There is a collection oE c10sed G oriented maniEolds {X(U)IU E S}
such th~t

(1) X(U)G = x consists oE exactly one point and Tr,X(U) = U as G oriented real
representation.
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(2) There is a representation C of G such that T X (U) EB Q. and Jl. EB Q. are isomolphic
G vector bundles. .

(3) G acts freely on X(U) - X 2 (Ur
(4) X(X(D)K) =X(X(E)K) (mod 2) for 811 !( C G and D, E E S.
(5) Sign(H, X 2 (DP)) = Sign(H, X 2 (E P)) for 811 P E P(H) and for 811 D, E E S.
(6) Sign(G,X(D)) = Sign(G,X(E)) for 811 D,E E S.

PROOF: The first two properties (1) and (2) are repetitions of 3.5 (1) and (2). Property
(3) follows from 3.3 (6) and 3.6 (2). See also above note on 3.6 (2). To see (4) observe
that X(U) = X(U2 ) X X(Uf). It follows from [DP2, Theorem D (H) page 289] that

for all K eHe G. Furthermore

because of 3.6 (2) and (5) and 3.5 (4)-(5). These two congruences imply our claim (4).
To see (5), let SD denote the singular set of X (D f ). It consists of the non-free orbit s

in X(Df), which is a finite set. Thus

It has been verified in [DP2, Theorem D (iii)] that X(D 2 ) and X(E2 ) have the property
stated in (5). By construction SD = SE. From this it follows trivially that (5) holds.

To see (6) one proceeds in exactly the same way as in the proof of [DP2, Theorem
D (iii)].•

3.1 Addend um.
There is another property which we may impose for the surface S in Lemma 3.3. This

has an implication for the conclusion in Corollary 3.5 which is elementary, and which
we leave to the reader. We state them.

ADDITIONAL PROPERTIES.

3.3 (6) We may choose the surface X( 'I/J), the zero cobordism vV, and the stable G
trivialization of the tangent bundle TX('I/J) such that it extends (altel' restrietion
to a G(tP) trivialization) to a stab1e G(tP) trivialization of TW.

3.5 (6) H we assume a choice as in 3.3 (6), then tbere is a stable !( trivialization oE tbe
tangent bund1e of the zero cobordism of ResK X(U) which extends the stable
trivialization ofTX(U) in 3.5 (1), restricted to a!( action.

PROOF OF 3.3 (6): Consider the sunace X'('lf;) with smooth L('lf;) action which give
rise to the surfaces X('lf;). Abbreviate X'('lf;) by X' aod L('lf;) by L. Let L 2 be the
2-Sylow subgroup of L. Let W' be an oriented manifold which bounds X'. We may
suppose that TW' is trivial. Define

X" = X' U L X L'l X' and W" = W' U L X L'l W'

8



Then W" bounds X". The stable L trivialization of T X' induces one on T X", and
we show that this oue extends to a non-equivariant stahle trivialization of the tangent
bundle of some manifold which bounds X".

There may be an obstruction for extending the stable trivialization of T X' to one of
TW' (after forgetting the action), and such obstructions lie in 'Trj(SO) for 0 ~ j ~ 2.
Among these 'Trl (SO) = Z2, and the other groups vanish. After some zero-dimensional
surgeries we may assume that W" is connected, and in this case a possible initial
obstruction for the extension of the bundle trivialization has been multiplied by 1 +
IL / L2 1 =0 (mod 2). Thus for this modified W" and our original X" with its stable
trivialization of its tangent bundle the obstruction vanishes. So the trivialization of
TX" (without group action) extends to one of TW" .

Again we use the projection G ---+- L to induce a G action on X" and the trivial G('lj;)
action on W". With these induced actions the manifolds are denoted by X (1/J) and W.
They have all of the properties listed in 3.3 (1)-(6).•

4. Proof of Theorem A.
Throughout the section we will use k = 1, which means that G = H X Z2. The case

k ~ 1 causes only same additional notational effort, but otherwise it is identical.

SKETCH OF PROOF OF THEOREM A: We start out with a sufficiently large collection
S of representations of G = H X Z2 which satisfies Condition 4.3. Using Theorem 3.7
we associate to each pair (V, W) of representations in S a smooth G manifold XCV, W)
with exactly two fixed points and tangent representations V and W. The choices will be
such that X S = XZ"J, where X~ denotes the set of non-free orbits of X. It follows from
[DP2] that for a certain subset T of S and V, W E T that XCV, W) is equivariantly
cobordant relative to the fixed point set to a G manifold Y(V, W) such that Y~ = y l

2

is a homotopy sphere. The caxdinali ty of T is at least a fraction of the one' of S. The
surgery obstruction which tells whether Y(V, W) is G cobordant to a homotopy sphere
lies in Lg(Z[G], 1). In fact, it lies in a finite subgroup 7 due to the signature computation
in 3.7 (6). We choose ISI such that ITI ;::: 171. Based on the additivity of the surgery
obstruction and the pigeon hole principal we find V and W such that the obstruction
vanishes for Y(V, W), which is then G cobordant to a homotopy sphere.

Before we can prove Theorem A we need two technical definitions.

DEFINITION 4.1. A G manifold X is denned to be stable if for each x E X and !( = Gx ,

the multipicity mx(TxX) of each non-trivial irreducible representation X in TxX = V
is either zero or dxmx(V) ~ dimR V K. Here dx = dimR Dx' and Dx is the algebra of
real !( endomorphisms of X.

DEFINITION 4.2. A representation V of G satisnes the gap hypothesis if for any two
representations L C !( C G either V K = V L or 2 dirn V K + 1 < dirn V L. A smooth G
manifold X satisnes tbe gap hypothesis ifTxX satisnes the gap hypothesis with respect
to the induced Gx action for evelJ' x EX.

To prove Theorem A we proceed as in Section 7 of [DP2]. We consider a collection
S of camplex representations of G = H X Z2 and a representation U. Together they are
assumed to satisfy
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CONDITION 4.3.

(1) U is stable, satisnes the gap hypothesis, and the isotropy groups oE U are all the
subgroups oE Gwhich contain Z2 and the trivial group. H dirn U K =I 0, then
dirn U K ? 6. Furthermore dirn U K =0 (mod 4) for a1l J( C G.

(2) DES is stable, satisfies tbe gap hypothesis, and J( is an isotropy group of D
if and only if]( = G, K = 1, or Z2 C J( and GI]( rt P. Jf dimDK =I 0 then
dimDK ~ 6. Furthermore dimU K =0 (mod 4) for all J{ c G.

(3) Witb the indueed H action we have Resp Ul2 = Resp D l 2 for a11 DES and for
all PE P(H).

(4) Each pair (D, E) E S satisfies Condition 3.6 (3)-(5).

LEMMA 4.4. Given a pair of non-isomorphie representations (A, B) oE real representa~

tions of H whieh satisfies 2.2 and any number N, there exists a eolleetion S of non
isomorphie representations oE Gwhich satisfies Condition 4.3, and the eardinality of S
is greater than or equal N.

P ROOF : Consider the representations R j = (N - j)A ffij B of H. Any pair of them
satiesfies Condition 2.2, and so do their complexifications Rj. Via the projection G ---7 H
they are considered as representations of G. It is explained in [DP2J how to find a
representation U0 and a representation U of G such that S = {R j ffi U0 I 0 ~ j :s; N} and
U satisfy Condition 4.3. More precisely, first we do this for the G (or H) representations
{jA Z, EB (N - j)B Z2} according to [DP2], and then we add the representation t 1 of G
sufficiently often to each of them. This produces the desired set S and the representation
U.•

Our next result uses the notion of a special Smith framed manifold. Both are technical
concepts which we do not want to review. A Smith framing provides bundle data used
in the process of equivariant surgery. It was introduced in [PRIJ, and it was also
summarized in [DP2, Section 5J. The word special refers to some properties listed in
[DP2, Definition 5.14J. Both will be only of minor relevance to our argument.

LEMMA 4.5. Let U be a representation of G and S a colleetion of representations aB

in 4.3. For any pair (V, W) oE elements in S there is a U Smith framed G manifold
X = XCV, W) with exactly two fixed points x and y, and as G oriented representations
TxX = V and TyX = -Wo In addition Xl, is a special H manifold, and (X Z2 )P is a
simplyeonnected mod p homology sphere for each non-trivial P E P(H) of p power
order.

ADAPTATION OF PROOF: This is basically Lemma 7.3 in (DP2J. An initial approxima
tion of XCV, W) is given as XCV) U -X(W) U Z, where XCV) and X(W) are as in 3.4
and Z is a zero cobordant G manifold constructed from U used to ajust Euler charac
teristics (see [DP2, page 303]). Equivariant surgery provides a cobordism between this
initial manifold and the desired XCV, W). These surgeries are performed in our setting
as surgeries on the Z2 fixed point set of a G manifold on which the odd order group H
acts. In [DP2J one utilizes the properties of the one fixed point manifolds summarized
in Theorem D of the reference. In our setting the required properties of the one fixed
point manifolds are listed in Theorem 3.7.•
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To the manifolds XCV, W) of the lemma one may assign an obstruetion O'(V, W). It
has the following

PROPERTIES 4.6. (Compare [DP2, Lemma 5.24])

(1) O'(V, W) lies in a finite group whose order depends only on H.
(2) If O'(V, W) = 0 then XCV, W) is U Smith framed G cobordant to a manifold

Y(V, W) such that Y(V, W)Z2 has 811 of tbe properties listed in 4.5, but in addi
tion Y(V, W)Z2 is a bomotopy spbere.

(3) O'(V, W) is additive under connected surn at a nxed point, that is O'(V, W) +
O'(W, W') = O'(V, W') for all V, W, W' E S.

(4) O'(V, W) = -O'(W, V) for V, WES

NOTE TO 4.6 (3): The possibility to give a U Smith framing to a n.xed point eonneeted
sum XCV, W)#X(W, W') at the n.xed point with tangent representation W depends on
a compatible choice of U Smith framing for XCV, lV) and X(W, W') provided in [DP2,
7.3'].

Dur next result is a refinement of [DP2, Theorem 7.4].

THEOREM 4.7. Given a representation U of G and a collection S of representations
of G as in 4.3 with cardinality N. There exists a natural number No and a collection
{X(Wj, Wj)} for 1 ~ i,j ~ N/No - 1 such that

(1) X(Wj , Wj) is a smooth G manifold with exactly two nxed points at which the G
oriented tangent representations are Wj and -Wj for Wj, Wj E S.

(2) X(Wj, lVj)Z2 is a homotopy sphere and G acts freely on X - X Z
2.

(3) X(Wi, Wj) is U Smith framed.
(4) Wj # Wj if i # j .
(5) X(Wi, Wj) is stahle and satisnes tbe gap hypothesis.
(6) Sign(G, X(Wj , Wj » = O.

PROOF: Suppose No is larger than the order of the obstruetion group in 4.6 (1). Choose
V E S and consider the set {XCV, Wj) I Wj f. V and Wj ES}. For at least N/No of
them O'(V, Wi ) = O'(V, Wj ) for i =I j. We now use X(Wi, V)#X(V, Wj) as X(Wi, Wj).
Aceording to 4.6 (3) and (4) O'(Wi , W j ) = O. It follows from 4.6 (2) that X(Wj, W j )

is U Smith framed G cobordant to a manifold having properties (1)-(5) of our claims.
By construction XCV, W) is equivariantly eobordant to XCV) U -X(W), and it follows
from 3.7 (6) that Sign(G, XCV, W» = 0 for all V, WES. This implies the last part of
our claim.•

Dur next result is the key for altering manifolds as in 4.7 onee more such that
X(Wi, Wj) is a homotopy sphere.

THEOREM 4.8. Let G = H X Z2 and X a srnooth G manifold such that

(1) X is Smith framed of dimension congruent to 0 modulo 4.
(2) X is stahle and satisnes the gap hypothesis.
(3) XZ'J is a homotopy sphere.
(4) X has a fixed point and G acts freely on X - X Z2 .
(5) Sigu(G, X) = O.
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There exists an obstruction u(X) in a finite group, and iE u(X) = 0 then X is Smith
Eramed G cobordant to a homotopy sphere relative to the Z2 fixed point set.

PROOF: Surgery obstructions are usually assigned to normal maps. Let x be a fixed
point of X with tangent representation n. There is a standard map 1 : X ---+ Y =
sen EB R) of degree 1 which collapses the complement of n embedded a neighbourhood
of x to a point. The Smith framing on X provides bundle data b which allow us to
apply equivariant surgery. The data (X, I, b) denote the resulting normal map. For the
definition of anormal map as it applies to our present situation see [DP2, Definition
5.15] or [PR1].

After some equivariant surgeries on X in the free part and below the middle dimension
we may suppose that f is 2k-connected, here the dimension of X is assumed to he 4k.
We shall show later in the proof that

is a stably free Z[G] module. Together with the intersection form ,\ and the self
intersection form J-l (see [DR]) these data define a dass 17(/, b) = [](2k(X),'\, J-l] E
L8(Z[G], w). Here w :' G ---+ {±1} is a homomorphism and weg) = 1 if and only if g acts
orientation preservingly on X.

It is discussed in [DR] that 17(/, b) is the surgery obstruction of (X, I, b). In particular,
if 17(/, b) = 0 then (X, I, b) is U Smith framed G normally cobordant to anormal map
I' : ~ ---+ Y such that I' is a homotopy equivalence. This cobordism is relative to aU
non-free orbits. Due to assumption (5) of the theorem 17(/, b) lies in a finite subgroup
of L8(Z[G], w), the kernel of the signature homomorphisms to the representation ring,
Sign : L8 (Z [C], w) ---+ R(C). From i ts den.ni tion i t is clear that 17(f, b) depends only
on X (and possibly its Smith framing) hut not on f. So we denote it by u(X). This
completes the proof of the theorem, except that we need to verify that ](2k(X) is a
stably free Z[G] module.

Let M denote the mapping cylinder. Let X lJ = {x E X I Gz #1} be the singular set,
and fl' the restrietion of 1 to the singular sets. There is a short exact sequence of Z[G]
chain complexes:

The homology of C.(M/" Xl') vanishes because of assumption (3) and (4). Thus

as Z[G] module. The homological assumptions on C.(M/, X) implied by the fact that 1
is 2k-connected also hold for C. (M f , X UM/. ). The latter cornplex is a free Z[G] chain
complex. Thus it follows from [W, Lemma 2.3 (e)] that ](2k(X) is stably Z[G] free. In
this reference one omits the discussion of the preferred stahle basis. This completes our
proof.•

PROOF OF THEOREM A: Choose N ~ No(N1 +3) where N} is the order ofthe ohstruc
tion group referred to in Theorem 4.8, and No is as in 4.7. Choose a representation U of
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G and a collection S (see 4.4) of cardinality at least N. Theorem 4.7 provides a subset
T C S of cardinality at least N 1 + 2 for which there exist manifolds X(Wi, Wj) as in
the conclusion of 4.7 whenever Wi, Wj E T. According to Theorem 4.8 we assign to
X(Wi , Wj ) the obstruction u(Wi , Wj ) = u(X(Wi , Wj )). Pick any V E T and consider
{XCV, Wi) I Wi E T and V i Wj}. The cardinality of this set is larger than Nb the
order of the ohstruction group in 4.8. Thus there exist representations Wi, Wj E T such
that Wi i W j i V f. Wi hut u(V, Wi ) = u(V, Wj ). This obstruetion u also has the
properties 4.6 (3) and (4), and it follows that

u(X(V, Wi )# - XCV, W j )) = O.

The connected sum is taken at the fixed point with tangent representation V. Aecording
to Theorem 4.8 XCV, Wd# - XCV, Wj ) is Smith framed G cobordant to a homotopy
sphere E relative to the non-free orbits. By eonstruction E has exactly two fixed points
x and y with tangent representations W i and Wj, and these are not isomorphie. If the
elements of S are chosen as it is proposed in the proof of Theorem 4.4 then the difference
of Wi and W j is a non-zero multiple of the difference of A and B.•

5. SOlue Elementary Constructions with Representations.
The purpose of this section is to construct representations as they will be needed in

the pr<X>f of Theorem B. The main result is Theorem 5.3 which we will use later, and
the remaining part of this section is devoted to its proof.

First we discuss how to find representations which satisfy Condition 1.1. The eondi
tion is restated in the Lemma.

LEMMA 5.1. Suppose G is an abe1ian group with at least three non-cyc1ic Sy10w sub
groups. There exist non-isomorphie representations A and B of G such tbat

(1) A K = BK = 0 whenever G/ I< is of prime power order.
(2) Resp A r'V Resp B whenever P C G is of prime power order.
(3) dimAK = dimB K for 811!( c G.

PROOF: Let C be a cyclic factor of G whose order is paqb, where a, b 2:: 1 and p and q
are odd primes. Find Q' and ß, 1 < 0:, ß < pq - 1 such that

Such 0: and ß exist. Set

a == 1 (mod pa)

0: == 2 (mod qb)

ß=2 (mod pa)

ß 1 (mod qb)

A' = tO ffi tß and B' = t 1 ffi t 2

These are representations of C. Obviously A' i B', hut

Resl " A' r'V Resl " B' and Resl b A' r'V Resl b B'
P P q q

Set G = C x L and let L act triviallyon A' and B'. With this action of G we call A'
and B' now A and B, and these representations obviously. satisfy (1 )-(3) in our claim.

•
As input in our proof of Theorem B we will need a complex representation U of G

and a collection S of complex representations of G such that
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CONDITION 5.2.

(1) U is stable, satisfies the gap hypothesis, and the set of isotropy groups of U
consists of a11 subgroups of G. Also, dirn U K = 0 or 2: 6 for all ]{ C G. (The
word stable and gap hypothesis were defined in Definition 4.1 and 4.2)

(2) V E S is stable, satisnes the gap hypothesis, and tbe set of isotropy groups of
V consists of G and all subgroups K C G such tbat GI K is not of prime power
order. Furthermore, V G = 0 and dirn V K 2:: 6 for the other isotropy groups of
V.

(3) Resp Y rv Resp U for 811 P C G of prime power order and V E S.
(4) dirn yK = dirn W K for 811]( C G and a11 V, WES.

THEOREM 5.3. Given representations A and B of G as in Condition 1.1 (or Lemma
5.1) and any integer N. There exist a comp1ex representation U and a collection S of
complex representations of G such tbat U and S satisfy Condition 5.2 and such that
V - W is a non-zero multiple of A - B whenever V, WES.

The remaining part of this section is concerned with the proof of this theorem. To
prove it we need a bit more technical preparation.

LEMMA 5.4. Suppose G is abelian with at least three non-cyclic Sylow subgroups and
]( C G is a subgroup such that GI]( is ofprime power order. There exist representations
A 2 (]() and U2 (I() oE G such that

(1) A2(I{)J = 0 whenever GIJ is ofprime power order.
(2) Resp A2 (I() rv Resp U2 (I() whenever P is oE prime power order.
(3) The isotropy groups of U2 (]() are G, I(, and subgroups oE I{ (possibly not all of

them).

PROOF: Suppose J( C G such that IGII(l = pd, where d 2: 1 and pis a prime.

STEP 1: Consider first the case when GI]{ is cyclic of order pa, a 2: 1. Construct a
cyclic group L such that we have a commutative diagram

1

r
1

1

---+1 K

---+1 H

---+1 G

1=
---+1 G
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So H is a subgroup of K and C is cyclic of order qbrc. Here q and rare distinct primes
different from p, and b, c 2:: 1. Let 8 be an integer between 1 and pa which is prime to
p. There are integers Q', ß, and 'Y, 1 < Q', ß, 'Y < paqbrc - 1, such that

0' _ 8qbr c (mod pa)

Q' == 1 (mod qb)

Q' =1 (mod rC)

We define the L representations

ß=1 (mod pa)

ß == Sqbrc (mod qb)

ß - 1 (mod rC)

'Y _ 1 (mod pa)

,= 1 (mod qb)

, =Sqbrc (mod qb)

As 0', ß, and 1 are each prime to two of the primes p, q, and r, no isotropy group of
A' - 0 has prime power index in L. The isotropy groups of U' - 0 are the cyclic subgroup
of L of order qbrc and the trivial group. Consider the action of G on A' and U' induced
by the map G -+ L. We denote the representations of G by A2 (]{) and U2(!{). Then

(4) A2 (K) satisfies (1), A2 (I() and U2 (!() satisfy (2), and]( is an isotropy group of
U2 (K). The other isotropy groups of U2(!() are G and H.

Next consider K C G such that IG / !(I = pd, hut G / K need not be cyclic, and d 2:: 1.
Write G/K as a product of cyclic groups Cl X ... X Cm , and let !{j be the kernel of
the composite map G -+ G / K -+ Cj. The respective groups H in the diagram of Step
1 are then called Hj. Observe that

]( =n](j for 1 S: j ::; m
j

In Step 1 we constructed for each ](j representations A2(!(j) and U2(!(j) of G. We set

A2(K) = EB A2(I{j) and U2(!() = EB U2(!(j)
j j

Thus for any !( C G with IG / ]<1 of prime power order we constructed representations
A2 (I() and U2 (](). By construction, the set of isotropy groups of U2 (](j) is {G, ](j, H j }.

Remember that Hj ~ !(j ~ ](. The isotropy groups of U2 (]() are the intersections of
the isotropy groups of the various U2 (](j )'s. In 'particular, !( is an isotropy group of
U2 (](). It follows easily from (4) that A2 (!() and U2 (I{) have the properties which we
claimed in the lemma.•

COROLLARY 5.5. Let G be a group and A and B real representations oE C as in 5.1
(that is, they satisfy Condition 1.1). Let N be an integer. There exists a complex
representation Uo and a collection So of complex representations oE C and oE cardinality
at least N such that .

(1) The set oE isotropy groups oE U is the set oE all subgroups oE C, and dim U K = 0
or 2:: 6 for all !( C G.
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(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

For V E So the set of isotropy groups of V consists of G and a1l subgroups
K C G such that G/ K is not of prime power order. Furthermore, V G = 0 and
dirn V K ~ 6 for the other isotropy groups ofV.
Resp V""'" Resp U for a1l P C G of prime power order and V E So.
dirn V K = dirn W K for a1l ]( C G and a1l V, W E So.
IfV, W E So, then V - W is a non-zero multiple of A - B.

The following representation will be useful

(5.6) n = R[G] - L t/J

where R[G] is the real regular representation of G and the surn ranges over aH irreducible
representations t/J of G such that the kernel G( t/J) of'lj; is of prime power index in G. It
is trivial to observe

PROPOSITION 5.7. The representation n is stable and satisnes the gap hypothesis (by
a certain margin), and the set of isotropy groups consists of G (witll nG = 0) and a1l
subgroups of G not of prime power index.

The rernark that stability and gap hypothesis hold by a certain margin means that
the inequalities in the definitions of the properties are not sharp, but the slack in about
the dimension of 'E 'lj; from 5.6, and sorne tirnes larger. The properties of n are easily
obtained frorn those af the regular representation R[G].

PROOF OF COROLLARY 5.5: We set

Vj = JA ffi (N - j)B ffi ffiA2(!{) ffi n
K

U~ = NA EB ffi U2 (K) EB n
K

The SUffi ranges aver all subgroups ]( of Gwhich are of prime power index in G. We
cornplexify these representations, and possibly take multiples to assure that all dirn U K

are 0 or ~ 6, for all K C G. The resulting representations are called Vi and Uo, and
8 0 = {Vj 1 0 ::; j ::; N}. It is easy to verify that they have the desired properties.•

The properties in the conclusion of CoroHary 5.5 and those required in 5.2 differ
in so far as we require in 5.2 in addition that U and Vj E 8 are stable and satisfy
the gap hypothesis. This we will achieve by constructing a representation U1 and a
representation D such that

U = Uo EB U1 and S = {V EB D IV E So}

have aU properties required in 5.2. Here Uo and So are as in the conclusion of 5.5.
We will have to deal with two situations. The first one will he easy to handle, hut we

need to prepare the second oue. Let J C G and x E Uo such that G x = J. Let 'lj;' be
an irreducible representation of J, and let 1f; be a representation of Gwhich restriets to
'lj;', so Res] 'lj; = 1j;'. Such a 1/J always exists.
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LEMMA 5.8. Suppose G/ J is of prime power order, and 'ljJ' is such that for 'ljJ as above
the kernel G( 'ljJ) is of prime power index in G. There exist representations E and F oE
G such that

(1) Resp E ~ Resp(F EIl 'ljJ) for a11 subgroups P oE G oE prime power order.
(2) The isotropy groups oE E - 0 and oE F - 0 are not oE prime power index in G.

PROOF: Let 'ljJ be an irreducible representation of G which restriets to 'lj;'. Denote the
kernel G( 'lj;) of 'lj; by J(. We may suppose that G/ J( is cyclic of prime power order.
Then we get an exact sequence

where G / J( is cyclic and of prime power order. We may then write 'lj; as a representation
tO of ZpG, with an indueed action of G through the map G --+ G/ J(. The notation t 6

was introdueed for a cyelic group in Seetion 2, and by assumption 8 is prime to p. We
eomplete above sequenee to a diagrarn as in Step 1 of the proof of Lemma 5.4, using
the same notation. The argument of that prOClf provides us with

for a cyclic group L whose order is divisible by at least three primes. The representations
A' and U' = 'lj;ffiF' are as in the construetion in that prOClf. (A smaH modification of the

. argument in 5.4 is required if 'ljJ is the trivial representation.) With the induced action
of G we eaH the representations A' and P' then E and F. The properties satisfied in
the eonclusion of 5.4 imply those required in 5.8.•

To prove Theorem 5.3 we use the following ideas. Let T( G) denote the set of sub
groups of G, partiaHy ordered by the relation J( ~ H if and only if J{ ~ H. A subset
Ta c T(G) is ealled closed if H ~ J( and J( E 70 implies that H E 70.
PROOF OF THEOREM 5.3: In Corollary 5.5 we constructed a eomplex representation
Uo and a eollection of complex representations S of G such that most of the properties
in Theorem 5.3 are satisfied. In addition, only the stahility assumption and the gap
hypothesis need to be satisfied. This is done induetively with the help of Lemma 5.8
and the representation n.

Consider a closed subset To of T(G) such that the stability assumption holds for all
x E Uo for which Gx E Ta. Let J( be minimal in T(G) - 10, and let 'ljJ' be an irreducible
representation of K which does not oecur often enough in Resl( Uo. Suppose 'ljJ is an
irreducible representation of Gwhich restriets to 'ljJ'. If G('ljJ) is of prime power index
in G, then we add sufficiently many copies of E to each of the elements in So and an
equal number of copies of F EB 1/J to Uo (see Lemma 5.8). If G( 'lj;) is not of prime power
index in G, we add sufficiently many copies of n to the elements in So and to Uo. This
will assure that 'IjJ' will occur often enough in ResK Uo and in this process the inductive
assumption eontinues to hold. (To avoid eccessive notation we use the same notation
before and after these additions.) In this process we ean assume that Uo becomes stahle.

To assure that each V E So becomes stable we only need to add copies of n to all
V E So and to Uo. In most eases stability implies the gap hypothesis, hut the same
procedure as above can also be used to achieve this.
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The inductive application of this procedure adds a representation & to all V E 50 (&
is the SUffi of all those E and n required above.) and :F to U0 (:F is the surn of all the
F EB 'ljJ and n required above.). It is clear that

U = Uo EB :F and 5 = {V EB t' IV E 50}

has all of the desired properties.•

6. Proof of Theorem B.
SKETCH OF PROOF OF THEOREM B: The starting point is a representation U and
a sufficiently large eollection 5 of representations of Gwhich satisfy Condition 5.2.
Non-isomorphie representations A and B of Gwhich satisfy Condition 1.1 (see the
introduetion) cau be eonstrueted, and from such A and B we eau eonstruct U and 5.
We showed this in the last seetion.

In Theorem 6.3 we use Sand U to produee manifolds X(V, W) for V and W in 5
which have exaetly two fixed points at whieh the tangent representations are V and - W
(the - sign indieates a reversed orientation). These manifolds satisfy a few teehnieal
assumptions which are derived from those of the representations in 5.

There is a sequenee oi obstructions ap for finding an equivariant eobordism (relative
to the fixed point set) between X(V, W) and a homotopy sphere. These williie in finite
obstruetion groups, and with respeet to eonneeted sum these obstructions are additive..
Areversal of orientation changes the sign of a p. Starting out wi th a set S of sufficiently
large eardinality, these thoughts together with a pigeon hole prineiple will provide man
ifolds XCV, W) for which all ap vanish. We may then use X(V, W) as a homotopy
sphere with exaetly two fixed points and Smith equivalent tangent representations V
and W.

Our first step is to introduee the surfaees from Section 3 into our eontext. As before,
let G be a finite abelian group and 'ljJ an irreducible representation of G. We defined the
kernel G('ljJ) of'l/J and L('l/J) = G/G('l/J), which is always a cyclic group (see [S, Chapter
3 Exercise 3.2 (c)]). We suppose that IL(1J')1 = m('ljJ) is not of prime power order. We
choose a decomposition m( 'ljJ) = r( 'ljJ )s(1J') where r( 'ljJ) and s( 'ljJ) depend only on m( 'ljJ)
and not on 'ljJ. We also ehoose a(1J') and b('ljJ) such that a( 'ljJ )r( 'ljJ) + b('ljJ )s( 'l/J) + 1 == 0
(mod m('ljJ», and we set

A+(1J') = b('ljJ) . [Zm(t!')/Zr(t!')] U a(7jJ). [Zm(t/J)/Z6(t/J)] U [Zm(t/J)/Zm(t/J)]

Our choiee is slightly less delieate than the one in 3.2.
As in Section 3 (see the paragraph before Lemma 3.3) we get a surface X'(1J') with

smooth L( t/J) action. The projection G ~ L('ljJ) induees a G action on this surfaee, and
then we denote it by X('ljJ) as in Lemma 3.3.

Let V be a representation of G such that V K = 0 whenever G/]( is of prime power
index in G. Eaeh irredueible summand t/J of V is such that \L(7.P)1 is divisible by at least
two primes, and X( t/J) is defined. As in 3.4 we set for V = L: a1/J(V)'l/J

(6.1)

The properties oi X (V) are deseribed in our next lemma (compare Corollary 3.5 and
Theorem 3.7)
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LEMMA 6.2. Let G be an abelian group and S a collection oE representations oE G as
in 5.2. There is a collection of c10sed G oriented manifolds {XCV) 1 V E 5} such that

(1) X(V)G = x consists of exactly one point and TxX(V) = V aB oriented G repre
sentation.

(2) There is a representation C of G such that TX(U) ffi Q. and fl.. ffi C are isomorphie
G vector bundles.

(3) X(X(D)K) = X(X(E)K) for all !{ c G and D, E E 5.
(4) For al1 !( C G not of prime power index ResK XCV) is a ]{ equivariant bound

ary. Tbere is a stable !( equivariant trivilization of the tangent bundle of this
zero cobordism wbich extends tbe stable trivialization of TXCV) in (2), after
restricting trus action to a K action.

(5) Sign(G, X(V)P) = 0 foi: all V E S and P of prime power order.

P ROO F : Properties (1), (2), and (4) have been discussed in Section 3 and its Adden
dum. We discuss (3). Let 'ljJ be irreducible. According to Proposition 3.1 the Euler
characteristic X(X ('ljJ )K) depends only on L('lj;) and the choice of A±('ljJ ), hence only
on L('ljJ). Thus X(X('ljJ)K) depends only on {(dirn V K,!() I !{ c G}. Byassurnption
dirn V K = dirn W K for all K C G, and (3) follows.

To see (5) we observe that G acts on X(V)P, and any cyclic subgroup C of G gen
erates 'together with P a subgroup K which is not of prime power index in G. Eut
ResK(X(V)P) bounds ]( equivariantly according to (4). As a bordism invariant the
signature vanishes.•

For the idea of a Smith framed manifold we refer the reader once more to [PR1] or
[DP2]. This concept enters in the technical steps of equivariant surgery which do not
concern UB here. Property (2) in our next theorem is obtained from the assumption that
Resp U ::: Resp V for all P C G of prime power order. It is important that these are
complex representations and that this isomorphism is one of complex representations.

In our next proof we will make reference to the Burnside ring n(G) of G. Its elements
are represented by finite G CW complexes. Two finite G CW complexes X and Y are
equivaleot io·n(G) if and only if X(X K ) = X(y K ) for all!( C G. The dass of X in n(G)
is denoted by [X]. Addition is given by disjoint union of representative complexes, and
multiplication by their cartesian product. A single point with trivial action represents
1 in this ring.

THEOREM 6.3. Let U and 5 be aB in 5.2. There are smooth G oriented manifolds
X = XCV, W) for V and WES such tbat

(1) X is stable and satisnes the gap hypotbesis.
(2) X is U Smith framed.
(3) X G = {x, y} consists of exactly two points and TxX = V and TyX = -Wo
(4) X(XK) = 2 and dirn V K == 0 (mod 4) for all]( C G.
(5) ResK X is U Smith framed cobordant to zero whenever G/!( is not of prime

power order and Sign(G, X P) = 0 whenever P is a subgroup of G of prime power
order.

PROOF: By assumption X(X(V)K) = X(X(W)K) für all !( C G, and in the Burnside
ring [XCV)] = [X(W)]. Thus XCV) U -X(W) represents a dass in the Burnside ring
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which is divisible by 2. We recall from [DP2, page 303] how to construct an equivariantly
stably parallizable boundary Z from the representation U such that X(V, W) = XCV) u
-X(W) U Z satisfies (4). Let Y be a c10sed oriented surface with trivial G action and
X(Y) = -2. Write U = U' EI;! R2. Set

Z+ = S(U EB R) and Z- = Y x S(U' ffi R)

We equip the manifolds with a U Smith framing. In the Burnside ring

[G XH Z+] = 2[G/H] and [G XH Z-] = -4[G/H]

It is now obvious that [X.(V)] + [X(W)] - 2 is a linear combination of the G x H Z± for
H =I- G.

The other properties follow easily from this definition and those properties listed in
6.2. • .

PROOF OF THEOREM B (SPECIAL CASE): If we assurne in Theorem B that G is of
odd order, then we can complete the proof quickly. We only need a set 8 of cardinality
2 and a representation U as in 5.2, and they exist by Theorem 5.3. The manifolds
X = XCV, W) satisfy the asslllllption in the induction theorem for equivariant surgery
(see [DP3, Theorem 2.8] 01' [PR1]). The assumption that 181 2:: 2 assures that we have
XCV, W) with V =I- W. In the references one deals with normal maps which may be
obtained mapping XCV, W) to the sphere S(V EB R) via the Thom-Pontrjagin collapse.
That is, we collapse the complement of a neighbourhood of the fixed point x at which
the tangent representation is V. The induction theorem implies that X is equivariantly
cobordant to a homotopy sphere relative to the fixed point set. This shows that V and
W are Smith equivalent.

The special case is only a partial teclmical improvement of [PR1] based on the addi
tional information about the manifolds XCV, W) in Theorem 6.3. We proceed with the
preparation of the general proof.

Let A be Z inverted at a finite number of primes. Consider the kernel of the equivariant
signature map

(6.4) I(A[H]) = ker(L~(A[H], 1)~ R(H))

which takes values in the representation ring of H. In our situation H is a finite abelian
group. We thank A. Bak for providing us with the details for the following result. They
are spelled out in the next section.

THEOREM 6.5. I(A[H]) is finite.

Let A = Z[l/ql, ... , l/qk] be the ring obtained by inverting the primes qI, ... , qk, and
let p be a prime different from qj. Let

PROPOSITION 6.6. There exist primes qk+l, ... , qk+r different from p such that for
A' = Z[l/ql, ... , l/qk+r]

J(A,p, H) = ker(Ko(A[H]) -+ Ko(A'[H]))
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So we only need to invert fini tely many additional primes (different from p) such that

eaeh element in J(A,p, H) becomes stably free. This follows easily as Ko(A[H]) is finite.
(For a proof see also Lemma 7.1.) .

The proof of Theorem B will be induetive, and we describe the situation which we
will encouter in all hut the last step.

Consider f : X -t Y, where X and Y are smooth G oriented manifolds, G is a finite
abelian group, and f is equivariant. Suppose these manifolds are stable and satisfy
the gap hypothesis, X is Smith framed, and every subgroup P C G of prime power
order oeeurs as isotropy group of X. We suppose that x P and yP are conneeted and
dirn X P = dirn Y P = 0 (mod 4) and ~ 6. We assume that Y P is simply eonneeted, and
in our applieation Y will aetually be the unit sphere in a representation. Furthermore,
suppose that j P is of degree 1. We suppose that Sign(G, X) = Sign(Y, G) = O.

The data (X, f, b) deseribe anormal map. Here j : X -t Y is as above and b is a
Smith framing. These data need to satisfy a few conditions to be called anormal map,
and all of them follow from the assumptions listed in the last paragraph and Condition
6.7 (1). Assoeiated to these normal maps there is a natural eoncept of a Smith framed
normal cobordism between Smith framed normal maps. The cobordism is supposed to
have the same type of data as the normal maps. In partieular, it induces an equivariant
cobordism between the domains of the normal maps. As before we hope the reader
knows these concepts or will read them in the literature on equivariant surgery. The
most appropriate references in our setting are (DP2] and (PR2] beeause there normal
maps with Smith bundle data are treated. Eut, the reader only needs to know that
normal maps are objects equivariant surgery ean be applied to, and as we are only
going to quote the neeessary results from equivariant surgery without prof no more
detailed knowledge is required to follow the proof.

Given a closed subset Ta of the set T(G) of all subgroups of G. The definition is
given after Lemma 5.7. Let (X, f, b) be as described in the last two paragraphs. We
will encounter the following

INDUCTIVE ASSUMPTION 6.7.

(1) X(X K ) = X(y K ) for allI( C G.
(2) Let P E Ta be a subgroup of G of p power order, p a prime. 1Ve are given a

finite collection of primes ql, ... ,qk different from p and fP induces a homology
isomorphism with coefficients in A = Z[l/qt, ... ,l/qk]. In particular, jP is a
bomology isomorphism with Zp coefficients. Tllis collection of primes depends
on the groups P' ::; P of p power order.

Let P be a minimal element in T(G) - Ta of p power order. We shall discuss the
obstruetion for finding a Smith framed normal cobordism between (X, f, b) and another
Smith framed normal map which satisfies the Induetive Assumption 6.7 for Ta U {P}.

THEOREM 6.8. Suppose Ta and (X, /, b) as in 6.7 and P f:. 1 is a minimal element in
T(G) - Ta of p power order, p a prime. There exist primes rl,"" Ta different from
p and an obstruction ap(f, b) E I(A[G/PD with A = Z[1/Tl, ... , I/ra] which has the
following property. H (jp(j, b) = 0 then (X, j, b) is Smith framed normally cobordant to
anotber Smith framed normal map (X', j', b') such that the inductive assumption holds
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for 70 U {P}. The cobordism is relative to a1l [( fixed point sets such that K is not a
subgroup of P.

Befare we begin with the proof we fix a bit more notation. We let M denote the
mapping cylinder. In the fixed point set X P we consider the singular set X P,lJ = {x E
x P I G r =f:. P}. Similarly, IP,lJ is the induced map from XP,lJ to yP,,,. We also set

K.(XP,A) = H.+ 1 (MfP,X P ;A)

= ker(H.+1 (X P ,A) -+ H.+1(yP,A»

The seeond equality follows from the assumption that I P has degree 1. We note

(6.9)

whenever P is not a Sylow subgroup, the inductive assumption holds for 70, and P
is minimal in T(G) - 70. Here A is Z[l/qb"" l/qk] such that the set {ql, ... ,qk}
contains all those primes qj whieh oeeur in 6.7 (2) for pi E 70 such that p' < P. This
follows from the universal coefficient theorem and a Mayer-Vietoris argument. Note in
particular that the p Sylow subgroup Gp contains all groups pi of p power order which
contain P.

Let P be the chosen element in T( G) - To and let P be of p power order. The set
w(P) = {Tl' .• ' , r lJ} will be the union of two sets, w(P) = Wl U W2. We define W1' If P
is the p Sylow subgroup we let W1 be the set of prime divisors of 1G/ H I. If P is not the
p Sylow subgroup we consider the sets w(P I

) = {ql, ... , qk} which have been defined
before for pi< P of p power order (see 6.7 (2». Then we set Wl = UPI<pW(P').

The set W2 consists of those primes qk+1, . .. , qk+r in Proposition 6.6 which need to
be inverted such that the elements in J(A,p, H) become stably free if these primes are
inverted as weIl. Now we set w(P) = WI U W2. We set Ao = Z[1/T1"'" l/rk] with
rl, ... , rk E W1 and A = Z[1/r1,' .. , I/ra] with Tl, .. . , TlJ E w. Because w(P' ) is finite,
w(P) is finite as weIl.

P ROOF 0 F TH EOREM 6.8, PA RT 1: In the first part of the proof we show that after
sugery below the middle dimension (2m) we may suppose that K 2m(X P , A) is A[G/P]
stably free.

Let W = (X, I : X -+ y, b) be the normal map and P the chosen minimal element
in T(G) - Ta. Suppose that x P is 4m-dimensional (see 6.3 (4». There is anormal
map W I = (Xl, 11 : Xl -+ Y1 , bl ) which is G normally cobordant to W (relative to all
H fixed point set such that H is not a subgroup of P) such that Ir is eonnected up
to the middle dimension. So Ir is 2m-connected. Such a cobordism and W1 can be
constructed by equivariant surgery as in [DPl], and for Smith bundle data one uses in
addi tion the referenee to [PR l] . In particular, !(2 m (Xr,Z) is the only non vanishing
kernel in homology and this module is torsion free. We distinguish two cases.

CASE 1: Let P be the p Sylow subgroup. We defined Ao above. As we inverted all
divisors of IG/ Plit follows that [(2m ( X f ,Ao) is a semi simple Ao[G / P] module, and
thus it is projective over Ao[G/P].
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CASE 2: Suppose P is not the p Sylow subgroup. By the inductive assumption and the
definition of An the chain complex C...(Mf["Xi') ® Ao is acyclic for aH P' < P of p

power order. Thus C... (Mf {'., Xi,6) ® Ao is acyclic and

K.-1(X[,Ao) t"'..J H.(Mf[,xiiAo)

~ H.(MfP, MfP,. UXi;Ao)
1 1

~ H(C.(A1f i' Mfr" U xi ® Ao))

whieh is the homology of a Z[G/ P] free chain cornplex. This chain complex has only
one non vanishing homology group (in dimension 2m + 1) and is then projective over
Ao[G/P].

We return to the general case. It follows from Oliver's work [0] that the Euler char
acteristic assumption made in 6.7 (1) implies that K 2m (X[,Z(p)) is stably l(p)[G/P]
free. It follows from the definition of A and from Proposition 6.6 that ](2m(X[, A) is
stably A[G/ P] free. This is what we wanted to show in the first part of this proof.

PART 2: Let ,X and J.l be the intersection and self intersection form defined as by
Wall [W]. These forms are tensored with A as indicated from context. By definition
(](2m(X[, A),'x, p.) is a A[G/ H] hermitian form which represents a class ap(fll b1) E
L8(A[G/H], 1). By assumption Sign(G,X) - Sign(G, Y) = Sign(G, (](2m(X{), --\)) = O.
Thus t:1p(f), b1) is an element in I(A[G / P]) (see 6.4). ActuaHy, ap(fl' b)) depends only
on (f, b) whieh is expressed by the notation ap(f, b).
PART 3: Suppose t:1p(f, b) = O. It follows from standard procedures in equivariant
surgery theory that the middle dimensional surgery kernel ](2m(Xf, A) can be killed.
The function fr of the resulting normal map W2 = (X2 , f2 : X 2 -+ Y2,b2) (which is
equivariantly cobordant to W)) induces ahomology isomorphism. In the adjustment
which we made to the normal map we disturbed x(X Pli) for P" > P. They can be
adjusted by 0 and 1 dimensional surgeries on the pli fixed point set. This is easy based
on the weH known effects of surgery on Euler cliaracteristics.

These three parts complete the proof of Theorem 6.8. •

In our proof of Theorem B we need an integer N. Set N = np(N(p) + 1) where P
is ofprime power order or P = 1. Here N(P) is the order of I(A[G/P]) in 6.4 and Ais
as in 6.7 (2). For P = 1 we set

(6.10) ](l[G]) = ker(L~o(G)(l[G], 1)~ R(G))

The graup B 0 (G) occurs in the work of Oliver and Petrie [0] and [0P]. For its use in
this context see the proof of Theorem B in [DP2] or Section 6 of [DP!]. It is a finite
subgroup of Ko(l[G]), so I(l[G]) is finite. Then N(l) is the order of I(Z[G]).

We are now ready to give the

PROOF OF THEOREM B: We start out with a representation U and a collection S of
representations of G as in 5.3 of cardinality at least N (as above). From these we
construct the manifolds X = XCV, W) as in Theorem 6.3. To each such manifold we
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assign the Smith framed normal map (X, f : X ~ Y, b). Here Y = S(V EB R), f is the
Thom-Pontrjagin collapse from X to Y, and b is the Smith framing of X.

We now da an induction over the set P(G) of subgroups of G of prime power order,
including 1. Let Ta be a closed subset of T(G) as in 6.7, and say that X(V,lV) is Ta
adj'U~ted if XCV, W) satisfies the assumptions in 6.7 for this set Ta. For each Ta adjusted
manifold XCV, W) and minimal P E T(G) - Ta we have the obstruction O"p(f, b) in
I(A(G/P» (see 6.8). We denote it by ap(X(V, W». The obstruction has the same
properties as those listed for a in 4.6.

F\uthermore, let a set S' C S of cardinality M be given such that XCV, W) is Ta
adjusted. We can find a representation V and representations Wj, 1 ~ j ~ Mo =
M/N(P) - 1 such that ap(X(V, Wj» = ap(X(V, Wd) for 1 ~ i,j ~ Mo. As in the
proof of Theorem A in Seetion 4 we eonclude (based on 4.6) that a (X(Wi , W j » = O. BY
6.8 we mayassurne that X(Wi , Wj ) is Ta U {P} adjusted. In this way we may proceed
until we find representations Wj, 1 ~ j ~ N(1) + 1 such that X(Wi , Wj) is T(G) - {1}
adjusted.

Again we get a pair of non isomorphie representations W 1 and W2 such that

It is explained in [DP2, Theorem E (ii), page 301] how to apply equivariant surgery and
find an equivariant eobordism between X(Wt, W2 ) and a homotopy sphere E, relative
to the fixed point set. Then W 1 =f W 2 and these representations are Smith equivalent.

Beeause W 1 and W2 are in S we may suppose the W 1 - W2 is a multiple of A - B,
as in the fonnulation of the theorem. •

7. Some Algehraic Computations (hy A. Bak).
We thank A. Bak for the eomputations in this sectian. Ta prove Theorem 6.5, a

lemma is required. Let Ko(Z{HD = Ko(Z{HD/[Z[H]J.

LEMMA 7.1. Ko(Z[HD is finite.

PROOF: By a theorem of Swan [Sw], if Pis a finitely generated, projeetive Z{H]-module
then P COZ[H] Q[H] is a free Q[H]-module. If rank(P) denotes the rank of this Q[H]
module then it is an easy exercise to eheck that the sequence

Ko(Z[HD ~ j(o(Z[HD ~ I(o(Q[HD

is exact. The first homomorprusm maps [P] to [P] - rank(P) . [Z[H]].
Let 0 denote the unique maximal Z-order on Q{H]. If

j(l(Q{HD ~ j<o(Z[H], Q[HD -t j<o(Z[HD ~ Ko(Q[H])

and
[<1 (Q{H]) ~ ]<0(0, Q[HD ~ ](0(0) ~ I<o(Q[H])

denote respeetively the exact K-theory loealization sequenees associated to the homo
morphisms Z[H] -t Q[H] and 0 -t Q[H] then by [BS, (3.1) and (3.2)]

Ko(Z[H],Q[HD rv Ucoker(j<l(Zp[HD ~ j(I(Qp{HD)
p
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and
!(o(O,Q[H]) ro..J Ucoker(!(t(Op) --+ Kt(Qp[H]))

p

where Zp and Qp denote respectively the completions of Z and Q at the prime p and

Op = 0 (9z Zp. Since

Ko(Z[H]) ro..J coker(Kt(Q[H]) --+ ](o(Z[H], Q[H]))

and since eoker(K1 (Q[H)) --+ Ko(O, Q[H])) splits as a (finite) product ni Cl(Fi) of
(finite) ideal dass groups Cl(Fi ) (where Q[A] = ni F i , F i cydotomic number fields), it

suffices to show that 11peoker(K 1(Ip[H)) --+ !{1 ( 0p)) is finite.

Let n denote the order of H. If p f n then Ip[H] = Op (cf. [Bs, XI (1.2)]), and

so coker(Kt(Zp[H]) --+ !(1(8p )) = O. If pln then for sorne natural number r, prop C

Ip[H]. Let K 1(8p,prOp) denote the relative ](l-group [Bs, V §2, IX §1] defined by the

ideal pr8p' The canonical homomorphism

is surjective. But by the exact sequence [Bs, IX (1.2)]

and the fact [Bs, V (9.2)] that the determinante map ](1(8p / p r 8 p ) --+ units(8p / p r 8 p )

is an isomorphism, one obtains that coker(f) >-+ units(8p / p r Op ). Since 8p/ prop ~
O/pro is a finite ring, coker(f) is finite. Thus, coker(g) is finite and the proof is
complete.•

PROOF OF THEOREM 6.5: By a theorem of Bak [BaI, Theorem 2] and the remark
following [BaI, Theorem 2], there is an exact sequence

Since the diagram
L8(Z[H], 1)

1
---+1 L8(A[H], 1)

1
commutes and H 2 (Ko(Z[H))) is finite by the lemma above, it suffices to show that the
coker(Lg(Z[H], 1) --+ L8(A[H], 1)) is finite.

If A is a ring with involution and .A E center(A) such that .A'X = 1, let QA(A)even-free
denote the category of nonsingular quadratic forms (with minimum form parameter) on
finitely generated free modules of even dimension, whose associated sesquilinear form is
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).-Hermitian. We may assume that the modules under consideration have dimension be
cause by definition their equivariant signature vanishes. Let H(A) denote the hyperbolic
plane, cf. [Ba2, §lB]. Define

I(Q~(A)even-free = Ko(Q'\(A)even-tree)

If Z[H] and A[H] have involutions inverting each element of H then by definition

L~(Z[H],1) = ](Qb(Z[H])even- free/[H(I[H])]

and
L3(A[H], 1) = I(Q~(A[H])even-free/[H(A[H])]

Clearly,

coker(L3(Z[H], 1) -+ Lg(A[H], 1))

= coker(](Q~(I [H] )even- free -+ K Q~ (A [H] )even - free)

Let A be as above and let X c ](1 (A) be an involution invariant sU,bgroup of 1(1 ( A)
such that [±).] E X. Let Q,\(A)even-free-X denote the category whose objects are

nonsingular quadratic forms on finitely generated free A-modules of even rank such
that the associated sesquilinear form is ).-Hermitian and has discriminante in X, and
whose morphisms are invertible linear maps whose determinante lies in X, cf. [BI, §lB].
Define

Clearly,

and thus

I(Q~eA)even-free= KQ~(A)even-free-KdA)

Suppose m is a natural number, S the multiplicative set {I, m, m 2 , ... ,} and A =
S-1 I. Consider the localization-approximation fibre square of rings with involution

Z[H]

1
A[H]

1
TIplm Zp[H] ) TIplrn Qp[H]

cf. [Ba2, (7.17), (7.18), (7.21), (7.22)].

Let X = 1(1 eZ[H]), Y = K 1 (A[H]), X = image(I(] (I[H]) -+ ](1 (TIplrn Zp[H])) and

Y = image(K1 (A[H]) -+ !(l(TIplm Qp[H])). By [Ba2, (7.30)c)] (which holds for even
based-X forms a.s wen as based-X forms), [Ba2, (7.26)b)], and [Ba2, (6.26)] there is
an exact Mayer-Vietoris sequence

KQ~(Z[H])even-ba.!led-X-+ 1(QÖ(A[H])even-based-Y ffi ](QöeII Zp[H])even-ba.!led-X
plrn

-+ I(Q~(IIQp[HDeven-ba3ed-Y
plrn
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from which one deduces an exact sequence

K Q~ (Z [H] )even-balled-X -+ ]{Q~ (A[H] )even-balled-Y

II
........ III ........-+ coker]{ 1 Z H ........ -+ ]( H ........(Qo( p[ ])even-balled-X Qo( Qp[ ])even-balled-Y)

plrn plrn

It suffices to show that the preceding cokernel is finite. Since the quotient of (by
definition)

WQ~(IIQp[H])even-balled-Y = I(Q~(II Qp[H])even-balled-y/[H(II Qp[H])]
plrn plrn plrn

it suffices to show that WQ~(rrplrnQp[HDeven-balled-Y is finite. Consider the exact
sequence [Ba2, (8.4)]

H 1 (Z/2Z, ](l(II Qp[H])/Y) -+ WQ~(IIQp[HJ)even-based-Y
plrn plrn

--> WQ~(IIQp[HDeven-ba.ed-KdTIplm Qp[H)) --> H
2
(Z/2Z']{1(II Qp[HJ)/Y)

plrn plrn

By a result of Bass [Bs, V (9.2)], deteminante

](1 (II Qp[HJ) ~ units(II Qp[H])
plrn plrn

Thus
](1 (II Qp[H])/Y = units(II Qp[HJ)/ units(A[H])

plrn plrn

We leave it as an exercise for the reader to show that H i (Z/2Z, units(I1p lrn Qp[HJ))
and Hi(Z/2Z, units(A[HJ)) axe finite, for i 2: 1. Thus, from the long exact cohomology
sequence associated to the exact sequence

1 -+ units(A[H]) -+ units(II Qp[H]) -+ units(II Qp[H])/ units(A[HJ) -+ 1
plrn plrn

it follows that
H i (Z/2Z, units(II Qp[H])/ units(A[HJ))

plrn

is finite, for i = 1, 2. Thus, WQ~(I1plrnQp[HJ)even-balled-Y is finite if and only if
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is finite. The proof is complete by showing that the latter group is finite.
The ring TIplm Qp[H] factors as a finite product TIi Fi of rings with involution such

that Fi is either a product Fi = F x F of fields F with involution exchanging the
cordinates, or Fi is a p-adic cyclotomic field Qp( () where p Im and '( = (-1. Since

WQ~(II Qp[H])even-free ~ II WQ~(Fdeven-free
plrn

it suffices to show that each group WQ~(Fdeven-free is finite. If Fi = F x F then
the group above is trivial, since every form is a product of hyperbolic planes. In the
remaining cases, the group is either the standard Witt group of the p-adic field Qp, which
is weIl known to be finite, or the Witt group of Hermitian forms on the cyclotomic field
Qp[(] i- QPl which is also weIl known to be finite.•
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